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INDUSTRY APPLICATIONS

Scantech mainly engages in the development, manufacturing 

and selling of intelligent, visual inspection equipment, such 

as portable 3D scanners, global photography measurement 

systems and 3D laser sensors. Metronor is cooperating with 

ScanTech for a new, stickerless 3D scanner, TrackScan.

For more information, please visit www.sikantech.com
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ABOUT METRONOR

The TrackScan systems provide a new level of scanning 

performance and convenience – portable and large-volume, 

fast and sticker-free, easy-to-use yet highly accurate.

And, to maximize your return-on-investment, any TrackScan 

system can double as a state-of-the art, portable, large-

volume precision CMM. With optional probing package and 

CMM software, a TrackScan system can provide portable 

measurements to 0.025mm accuracy. 

A COMPLETE, PORTABLE 
3D INSPECTION SOLUTION

Metronor is a high technology company 

headquartered just outside Oslo, Norway, with 

subsidiaries in the US, Germany and China, globally 

supporting partners and customers.

Based on in-house innovation and research, 

Metronor has since 1989 developed a range of 

electro-optical portable coordinate measuring 

systems that have become popular among leading 

manufacturers worldwide. 

For more information, please visit our website 

www.metronor.com



PRODUCT FEATURES
TAILORED FOR YOUR 
SCANNING NEEDS

No stickers – just aim and scan

Large measurement volume

Scans fragile objects and surfaces

Easy to use, minimal training cost

Portable CMM functionality

TRACKSCAN SOLO

TRACKSCAN DUO

All TrackScan units contain a handheld scanner, one or more 

cameras for continuous tracking and a laptop with pre-

installed software to allow using the technology from day 

one. Systems can vary in the amount of cameras used for 

tracking the scanner, adapting to your needs and projects. 

Moving within product lines is as easy as never before, 

thanks to the favored component approach. Existing 

systems can be upgraded instead of discarded, making your 

investment safe for the future. 

Retaining all the advantages of TrackScan 

SOLO Lite but adding a tracker unit that 

secures full freedom of scanner orientation, 

TrackScan SOLO is ideal for more complex 

geometries, as it avoids having to reposition 

the navigation camera. Just as easy to 

operate, TrackScan SOLO delivers sticker-

free scan data – also on fragile objects and 

sensitive surfaces.

The ultimate solution combining the highest 

accuracy with full freedom of scanner 

orientation, TrackScan DUO is the top-of-the 

line solution for the most challenging scanning 

tasks. Scanning is just as quick and easy, and 

results are very precise – benefitting from 

Metronor’s renowned measurement accuracy 

and ensuring the best results that can be 

achieved by a handheld system.

Fast scanning with 
multiple laser lines

Freedom to position scanner 
in any orientation to 
navigation cameras

No stickers - enables 
scanning of fragile objects 
and sensitive surfaces

Large measurement volume – avoids 
leap-frogging, increases efficiency


